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By CHARLIE JOW
Mark Lane. self-appointed defense attorney for IX(’ Harvey Oswald, alleged assassin of PreSident. John F. Kennedy, Will speak
Monday afternoon at 3:30 in TI155.
Lane, a New York attorney for
the American Civil I. iber ties
Union, will be sponsored by Tie
ward an Active St udent (’out ’nuttily Cl’ASC i .
After writing a brief defending
ow iim,,ni., ,d. oswaid, Lane

SPUR jailitical party has announced Bob Pisan will head its
slate of recommentlat ions for executive officers as president on the
April 8-9 student laxly election
ballot.
Other candidates on the SPUR
slate are .1 tin Hendrieks, vicepresident; Frank BarcIsley, execu/is.,, seere t a ry ; Jack Perki ,snp
and Bruce MacDonald,
attorney general.
SPUR interviewed 10 applicants
for the five executive ositions,
arferding to Bardsley, co-chairman of the Politica] 11)111Y.
cuter! selection Win: based on
qualifications and past experience
The Faculty -Student Panel his’
well /1.,1 the individual student’s
philosophy on student government. mission vtill meet again tonight
speR’s purpose is to recom- ti, further debate la.st week’s topic.
mend a slate for student lusty el- -The Estahlished Religions: Do
(Os It will disband after the ’They Help or Hinder Us Nov.?"
election.
,Itiisims A and B of the cafetetia
eurrently ASH vice are being used by the panel. Six
Pisan.
of
chairman
Stuand
posident
ineinl,erS are chosen at random
dent Council. Last year he was from the audience and one nosh the
sophomore representative on
orator. to hold their meetings.
council.
Th, 7 p.m. meeting usually Into
no.m.eri ias, week
Hendricks is presently senior iiidd Iii
-nsentative and seas deck"’ the topic under focus faced ;in
ohairmin bY lu frIlow coun- :olditional scrutiny of :a) minim,
ii members. It is past president I. ’fore the cafeteria was idealist.
Council.
of the Inter-la
stated Dr. Ruth LaVitre, associate
litiolsley is past president ot professor of English at S.IS
/toultkr Hall. Tle 20-year-old IN)Dr. Lavare, assisting in the tir;
litiral science maier is also past ga nizai
out of he panel discussii ins.
president it Iii,ft11-1)01’M COUh- ’remarked that more than 100 slit and has V, aked on the Honors dents and fa
. members showed
cully
Convocation and Election Board up
last Friday.
eimmittees.
Questioned on how the panel
Perkins is junior class retire discussions have succeeded in their
illative to Student Council. The
original purpose, Dr. Lavare said.
21-sear-old history major seeking
Hwy accomplish a purpose of
the position of treasurer i’5 cur opening up dialogue between stormily chairman tif the Fintinve drintii. and
faeid,y; a chance rec.
Committee. ile ii is also senileeiM1.1.1.11141 111.01,11. 111 filf(1.1
;
elass repv,nclitat lye and
mid talk akitit iwohlems.lnshiiidi)el .e, piesitlent.
lion Mixon, S.IS stituirict, so Ill
and a,rountar.r, major, is on the rieiderale the fame! tonight. Mixon
at. his that faeulty and stialents
nally IntAe a means for integrating
den ti
torroi f,.
Board and is chairman of the thtnmstI\ es on an equal basis and
therefore can give off the cliff
Student Ailairs Committee.
comments on pertinent topics
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to Texas (les.. John Connely is
ilea l’’lore the shot was
filed. Pictures and movies also
slaisAi this te lie 1 l’UO, Lane assailed
Vet, laine said in his brief, from
Miele Oswald Wa, alleged to have
la,en when the shot was fired the
was behind the car in the depositerA I. "it \veuld have been physic alk impossible for him to have
fired the tit’s! shet that struck
the President.The firNi

Lane contends that Oswald is
guilty of "mass media conviction
... the press, radio, and the tile%ision stations share that guilt.’’
Lane stated at the end el his
innoeent
brief. "If f/swald
and that is a possibility that vanthen the as -issue i
net b.. denied
of President 1<tameds reniains :it
laroc ’
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prove Oswald’’, inneeemitt It, relied "soled,: upon press reports oh
statements made, not hy witnesses
tom the defense, net by the deferalant, hut H tlie district :ittorney, pollee il laito
r FBI
agents."
At one point in IM fijI, Latie
rilleged it was impossible for Os-,
ovoid to have fired the shot that ’
killed President
1.erinerly. He
pointed 0111 that :ill reports indicanal the Preiilent %kits fileing
birward, on the V1,1141, Id

With all excellent university and
a group of eolle....tes which were
already seeend rale, t 111. all hie
en seholarship
hi,
-01
tot iii’ n I Ki.nnii*;
was """""I to the
through the trent ot his thieat,
:teem-ding to newspaper reports n"iieii-PY and teaching to I,
-late collect,. thus Meiling a \
quoted by Lane.

!Ile
Dean Itoliert it. Smith, administrator of the college tor 10
..e,trs, resigned his mlnainistrative
\h’erInt,sday before makirr,z his
-witeirient in ;in ";,en letter to
ot the
Paid
I ’odd
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trustees for "softly clesing itne
:11111.
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safe with crossed fingers and a lucky four-leaf
CAROLE GUIO, pretty junior elementary edu"tire being
clover. Old tradition has it that Friday is uncation major, is not the least bit superstitious
eornneelate the Ina,
lucky because that was the day of the Crucias she stands under a ladder on Friday the
student and
ssiiel;
fixion.
13th. But just as a precaution, she is playing it
,,f the more (itemise
itliosyneratie youngster
In his letter. lie ;also rointlenined
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was hired by Oswald’s mother.
Mrs. Marguerite Oswald, to he
her own at
Lane recently testified before
Warren( iimmission, estalilished to investigate the Nov. 22
assassination. According to TASC
P resident Jeff Wachter, Lane will
present some of his testimony en
Mt inday.
lii "Eane’s Def1.11,1. Brief l,,,
riswahl." published in tlw 1/ec. Et
issue of Nalienal Guardian, iii.
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THESE SHINY trophies will be awarded to the members of the

winning teams in the 12th annual all college CoRec volleyball
tournament Wednesday. Showing the trophies are Carolyn Elliott,
I., Dick Cantu, and Pt Lyons, r., chairman of the event. Today
is the last day to sign up for the tournament, Signups are being

taken in front of Spartan Bookstore.
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Battle Lines Drawn
primasY

pundits and pato, leaders are alrea(4 (dieting explanation, fr
thr results. Th4. participants now face the responsibilit i,f .ii.
enting and ’or iesamping their campaigns to make ilii ,.,1 tti it.
1 Iii winiici. Hem) Cabot Ledge, ambassador to ...mil, il
r""r"4
Nam. although currently riding the crest of a imoolaiity
Via%I.,
finds ii i nisei i ill ;in esteedingls aisk%%iiiitili.iiii,,,i.ti.i.i.iii:....1.11: ni,i%,,,,i, siii,a0i,iii,r,
announced candidates for the Hrl’"I’ll’aii 1,..i,undii,m ,,,,,,,,,,,...ii,,,t,,itoiii.
Arizona and Gov. \el-iiii Ho( k. 1.11.1
Golikater
ale
arEarstalAixsirailittil sZelAariliibal:isn’itlfr a.11...’"algi:ii:illit;iliii:1,11.....iii,l’,,lii,’,1:iel:,,iiiisi’iii,,,,i,,I,,,,,i.,!: ii.iliii,.
cessful writmin campaign for Lodge (the ri.,..iiii
enthusia.stic workers and 90.0011 mailiiiitst has c-ii.itili-lcil 1.,,,1.
ill
in the minds of some Republican,.
logical thing to do, from Lodge’s standpoint. i- to li-li oi i id bait
--resign as ambassador or activel campa
Sen. Coldwater and (;41v. Rockefeller alltoiti4.11, I,,,,,. had
some of the wind taken out lila drijeriirmiaari:qiiiiiiiiin. 2..a.il(-).,,Ilt..iti,11. :urfarp.
campaigns now weigh heavily’ 111/011 till’ 01111’1/111,’ ef ilicii head
-Its

Consult Students
In Name Change

a

CALIFOHNI STATE College Hoard of Trustee THE
is presently working on a long-range program ill
give all 18 -tate colleges a -Millar name. The
trustees are changing the names of the -tate colleges to
"The California State College at (geographic location)."
According to the Chancellor’s office. the trustees themselves are not changing the names of the colleges. but
merely are approving requests from the rolleges to have
their names changed.
The trustees are making this !mot. for three primary
reasons:
First. it will make it easier to hire professors for
the 18 state colleges as the colleges will then he identified with the state instead of the indiv idnal location of

(iiut filferar’sntta. tiii(enilthieirl 1(17alent(fi:talailitf::":ior his campaign soikei"alsul\"1"I’lllittil’i’’’’’’1’iri.
bine list
much, if any, of their enthusiasm. !hitt) cartipai.21,-. the Ni.,,
Hampshire primary notwithstanding. are about to siii boo high
gear. For however large Tuesdai:s pi imary looms iii Ow mind;
of smile lilmbliean ParlY leadv". \’’’) lia("P-161.’ Iiii- olik It
cleieg,ates. %bile (:alifornia boasts the latigi-t del, ...,6,....titi,

the college.
Second. a degree granted from a millege
with a state system will mean more to its graduate- and
to employers.
Third. they will be able to present a noire unified
financial program to the California State Legislature.
tidy meetings, the trustee- already
At their
have changed. one by one. the names of three state
colleges.
They have renamed Los Angeles State. 11ameda
State and Long Beach State. The latter wa- changed at
the February meeting of the trustees.
College administrators and student leaders do not
expect the name of our own San Jose State College to
he changed until next year when a new man replaces
retiring Pres. John T.
hen that tirne comes. we hope what happened at
Los Angeles State will not happen here.
W hen the trustees approved the name -change for
Los Angeles State. they consulted the college administration. the faculty. the Academic Senate and even the city
of Los Angeles.
The only group not consulted about the namechange. according to the Cal -State at Los Angeles newspaper. the College Times. was the students.
A College Times editorial stated. -Though we applaud the change. even though it will take some adjusting. we lament the fact that once more. as is typical of
’high governing bodies: no one asked for student opinion about something that would affect the students directly. Typical. but unfortunate. We hope this -unfortunate- incident will not occur
at San Jose State when it is time to eonFider changing
the name of the college. We hope the students will be
given a hand in that decision.
After all. the student. as much as anyone else. is
concerned about the name of the institution from which
D. li.
he receives his degree.

1-11Q1-tWAY WEST
By

ROY

NORD

Awesome. jagged-giant of a sea, oast. Big Sur at it,
sunny and %arm viith the Pacific rolling quietly to its shores. Ifs
shrouded in a chilling fog at its gloomiest with winds howling
through uninhabited eanyons and blowing through the creaky
branches of wet saplings.
Big Surians luxe it either way. They must. Sipping hot choco
late they sit calmly in their living rooms before roaring fires while
60 mph winds smash into the foundaitons of their homes and rain
whips in sheets across their windows.
Architect Nathaniel Owings designer of Big Sur’s "Wild
Bird.’ (described by architects a.s the -most beautiful house on the
most beautiful spot in the world") once said. "No house can do
more than snuggle into and grab hold of and hold on to a sheer
bit of granite on this coast."
Big Sur and the coast south to the Hearst San Simeon State
Historical Monument is one of the only areas in the nation where
mountains meet the sea. California Highway 1 unravels along this
coast on a twisting roadbed hammered out of the Santa Lucia
range by comict labor.
Trmelers who require physical proof that they have arrked
may be frustrated with Big Sur. which is a region some 10 miles
long and not merely a town. No Main and Firsts exists. and neither does a flickering neon light shouting. "’Welcome to Big Sur."
This isolated beauty is what draws poets. artists and writers
and the disappearing beatnik set. But don’t ask that gas station
attendant where Henry Miller is. He will just shrug and smile.
White men haYe settled in the area for less than 100 years.
Gaspar de Portola’s expedition failed to penetrate the stubborn
region in 1769: in respect the Spanish explorers called it ’El Sur
Grande."’ Big Sur was settled by Michael Pfeiffer in IMO when
his family ended its westward migration at the sea in the mouth
of Sycamore Canyon now the location of a state park which bears
his name.
At Pfeiffer.flig Sur State Park. trrnelers can see Pfeiffer’s
Old Homestead Cabin. Five hundred miles of trails converge on
the park frnm the Los Padres National forest. Raccoon. deer. redwoods and artists are well represented. The park has camping
facilities and a swimming pool in operation during the summer.
Interested traselers can visit the lighthouse atop Point Stir
cliff 270 feet above the beach.
isitors must park their cars on
the beach and hike up to the lighthouse. (Visiting hours: 1 to 3
p.m. weekday,. 1 to 4 p.m. on weekendsi.
Big Stir Valley.. the heart of the Big Sur area. is approxi.
inatrlv 100 miles south of San boor.. ’X’eekend visitor, %sill find
European atmosphere at rustic Big Sur Inn where comfortable
rooms for two are available at winter rates which will fit many
students’ budgets.

Nevi Ilh.reirkr.eal surprise of the New Illanipshiii pi i. o
f,,, t;
this writer is eoncerned. is the substantial
I
i
for former vice persident Richard Nil. Nisiiii. Liki I iidi .. \ i \i,ii
did not campaign. but unlike the ambassador.
i I I
mill"."..iii".’i,:;:iii!...c:iiiii’i’i
Ration p.oing for him. ibis national reputation and Ile pi, le, ..1
Isis former office was isliparetilis enough 11, 111illik /1111, 1,, :,1,111,r1
approximately 15 per cent of the h,tal v,,le.
It would be a grave error in judgment Ili assume lhal the a,
pirations of Sett. (;oldwater or Gov. Rockefcller are iim% downed.
or that Ambassador Lodge is now a cinch to get the Republican
nomination. The results in New Ilamp.liire ilitot he placed alum,
side those of future primaries and ealitated ii, .iii iiitcfal %%hole,
No one loses a war with a defeat isi the fir -t 1..dili

v_.

TIME TO RETIRE

Thrust and Parry
Sparta Selection
Labeled An ’Insult’
Editor:
The atrocity our student council has chosen to represent the
spirit of Sparta is an insult to
the students of this campus.
Choosing from the lesser of four
evils does not mean that the
statue is any less distasteful to
the students of SJS.
If our student council could
look beyond their closed little
room. they might find that the
students they supposedly represent are revolted by this abortion. What’s %Tong with a conventional statue, much the same
as decorate the campuses of
many large universities and colleges? The council fights to save
Tower Hall as the last remnant
of our tradition here at State,
then they trample this tradition
into the ground and choose a
statue which looks like a chicken
with clothes. All because our
"forward looking" Art Department sees a quick veay to make
a name for one of its students.
Why can’t the council take the
initiative to do a little work
and find something which will
satisfy the students?
There are many complaints
about the lack of spirit on this
campus, but haw does student
council hope to generate this
spirit by creating a monstrosity
which will bring jeers of derision
upon IIS fl’OM the eampuses of
colleges which are much younger, yet have managed to create
the traditions which unify a
college?
John R. Robbine
ASK Alit159

’Truisms’ of Greek
System Pointed Out
Editor:
Certain painfully obvious truisms in connection with the de
facto dLecrimination in fraternities and sororities should he
pointed out. Recent statements
by Greek spokesmen in defense
of present prartices or at least
for a temporary continuation of
them are remarkably tran.sparent.
It seems that the main argument raised by the Greeks is
that the Negro is not socially
compatible within the system as
it stands. One is eonfronted with
visions, of sympathetic Greeks
tearfully witnessing an unsuccessful attempt of a Negm to
integrate socially. ’rhe renowned
somai propriety and courtship
et iquet te practiced by the Greeks
surely would stiffer irreparable
damage by an exposure to an
Greeks feel
"open society."
more pity for the Negro’s social
inadequacy or pity for their own
miserable inadequacy in dealing

beings?
human
ALL
with
Change is a fearsome thing, and
the ruts that the Greeks are
running in are deeper than they
realize.
Another glaring inconsistency
in the Greek argument is readily
pointed out by the fantastic contortions their spokesmen undertake to lend an air of logic to
their discrimination. Honestly, do
Greeks have so little magnanimity that they must explain
their discrimination as a natural
reaction to a minceity group’s
complaints? Miss Lesley Hunter’s attempt to shift the burden
of the problem to the mass mental inertness of the Greeks is an
insightful one. She honestly believes that discrimination is of
the "unconscious variety." How
right you are Lesley, unconsciousness unto torpor.
The greatest problem lies, of
course, in the over-emphasis the
Greeks place on social intercourse. Were the Greeks to realize that activities demanding use
of wit, intellect, and REAL personality also existed, there would
be an excellent chance for Negroes to interact and be accepted as equals.
Robert Nye, ASB 141
Alan E. Olmstead, ASB 13503
Thomas Bike, ASB 1846

ROTC Pickets
Termed ’Disgusting’
Editor:
I desire peace :LS 11111C11 as
the peace marchers claim they
do. However. the disgu.sting activities and childish mints (many
pictured cm the front page of
Wednesday’s Spartan Dailyt exhibited at the ROTC drill Tuesday forces me to speak out
against such action. Not only
was this unwarranted, but it was
based on ignorance.
The men of the ROTC are being trained for leadership in defense of our country- to fight
if necessary. Has this generation
of peace seekers, who has not
fought a world War, forgotten
where we would be now without
men to defend what we believe
is right?
President Kennedy stressed
physical fitness not for the purpose of strong-arming those
weaker than we, but so that we
may be healthy individuals, a
credit to our country. So MIISt
We remain militarily fit
not to encourage war, but to
have forces if they are needed
for defen.se.
Must we succumb to totalitarianism and submission before
t hose who march "for peace"
can see that in this distressed
world we also need protection?
Elaine Silva
A8618

Liberals Form GOP
Group, Says Student
Editor:
It is cwdous tO note that the
so-called "Student Republican
Alliance" (SRA) now seeking
carmxis recognition is not woricing for any particular candidate
or any specific (stated) objective. Can it, therefore, be argued that these four students
have a worthy purpose?
The obvious purpose of the
SRA organization is not to forward the interests of the Republican Party. Among the four
students who are the SRA, we
find Jesse Torres. Jes.se is the
good-natured former president of
the SJS Democratic Club. What
interest would a "liberal" Democrat such as Jesse have in forming a "Republican" organization
unless it is to divide the forces
of the GOP so as to strengthen
the Democrats?
Now, I could understand -even accept --a ’’Students for
Lodge" or "Students for Nixon"
organization. But when a group
of "liberals" tries to form a generalized "Republican" organization on a campus where there is
already a Young Republican Club
in existence, the obviou.s rea.son
Is to weaken the Republican.s
and thus to strengthen the Democrats.
Motive? ’The SJS Young Republicans are the Largest political
organization in all of Santa
Clara County. Indeed, this is a
worthy target for "liberal" Democrats to attack. And what better method of attack than subversion (which is what the
founding of a second "Republican" group on campus would
amount to).
It is obvious that the ultimate
purpose of the proposed SRA
group (i.e. the destruction of
Republican unity on this campusi is pre-empted by the SJS
I)emocratic Club
AI Mason
Vire President. Young Republicans
ASB A13382

’Moral Crisis’ Hit
Again by Writer
Editor:
In the March 10 issue of the
Spartan Daily there appeared
a colurrut apparently concerning
itself with the repeal of the
fourteeMh amendment, a moral
crisis (according to this writer)
of ISM. Since the iu-ticle was
published for the cotiimn.
day’s Moral Crisis, this writer
feels oh! i geri to refill
t IMMO
who have stopped keeping track
that the year is 1964.
Although Richard Reeh, the

creator of this masterpiece of
reasoning, is given half a column. he fails to inform the
reader as to what would be the
beneficial results of the elimination of "the fraudulent fourteenth." Perhaps he hopes to
bring the public track to preCivil War times whete the individual states had the right to
enforce such laws that woukl
deprive any person cif life, liberty, or property without due
process of law, but now because
of adoption of the fourteenth
amendment, states no longer can
deprive one of his basic civil
liberties.
If the fourteenth amendment
were dropped, Mr. Reeb might
even lose his right to write of
moral crisis of 1868. Pity.
Mark

Ittruintsliins
Mi433

Writer ’Shocked’
By ’Mr. Brownton’
Editor:
In hi_s letter printed in the
March 11 Spartan Daily, Mr.
Brownton has given me a rude
shock. Without thinking, I have
always considered myself a white
man, although I do have a little
Cherokee from back six or seven
generations. Now I find that a
white man is a man with a white
skin who "shares a common
hatred of the Negro race" and
should feel guilty for it. I admit
I was a little annoyed at Dr.
Posey for an ambiguous question In his first Phys 122 exam
last night. but I don’t have any
special feeling towar (I any
grouping of people based on skin
color.
I made an informal survey of
certain of my friends and find
that are not, as I had supposed,
white men either. Certain others
are not, by similar standards,
yellow men, and others, not
black men. All of them seem
willing to consider me as an individual and not as a member
of a color, religious, racial, age,
financial, intellectual, political,
or national gmup. If Mr. Brown ton would give over trying to
make me feel guilty because I
am a member of an undesirable
gmup, and consider me as an
individual, I think vve might he
friends, too
John Ogle
ASH A10289

Student Implies
Daily Inadequate
FAIllor:
I have attended San Jose State
College for five weeks and frankly am quite shocked by the waste
of space I find in the Sp4i
Daily. I assume that each per-

rd-RIGINAL DEFECTIY111

son who is registered in this institut km is attempting leiter to
acquiiint himself with the world
about him whatmer his aeadernic pursuits might he and I believe
his attempts would be greatly
benefited by the publication ot
a Spartan Daily which candidly
pursues the task of reporting en
matters of real significance.
I 111-1VP read the Sporran Daily
religiously si,,irchate. lo uncover
a %est ige of bought
would
best represent the intellectual
processes of students attending
an institution of higher learning
and I regretfully report that I
have found no materiol that is
beyond the comprehension of an
eighth grade student The Spartan Daily has great sources froM
which to compose profound ar,
tides which might stimulate
thought in the entire student
hotly, but
find an article dealing with tennis shoes. Now may
I ask. are readers of the Spartan
better a eflUainted with
the world as a resqb of the preposterous aeellsali,oll 111,11
who wear blue 1,1111, 11,/,’S are
1/111)111g
feminine?
print
journalism and
some thought -p.
Douglas t%

Europe Trip
Deadline
Is April 1
The new deadline for the Air
to
India SJS summer flight
Europe is April 1.
Two plans k ill be arranged.
Under Plan I. v. hich is currently
effective. a total fare of S:125
will be paid for roundtrip
haven New York or London. of
a total fare of Ki6:: for round.
and
trip between San Francisco
London.
an
The latter choice includes
additional 350 discount on 111,
the
United Stales tx)rtion of
trip.
stn.
Eithel fare is available to
dents and facility of S.1S.
beUnder Plan 11, which will
members
come effective if 100
total
are signed into the group, a
fr
charged
be
will
$.17:1
fare of
between
complete roundt rip fare
San Francisco and London.
.istr
The flight still leme on
Sept. S
8, and return between
due immeand I() Deposits are
diately.
is avail.
Further information Calling
able from Or. Robert
Depart men.t
in the English
EL
calling
by
01’
F02131
1
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Save time. Let
us do your laundry.

Ace Launderette
336 E. William

itnch n

Eric
Peterson*
Trip says .

Courtney To Play
At Spring Formal

le

by
judie block

Social Ali., Committee v.ill
hold its Spi
Formal April 25
at St. F’rancis Hotel, according
to Robin Yer). publicity chairman
for the dance.
Del Courtney will provide music for the formal which will
last from 9 p.m. -1 a.m. Featured
entertainment will be Dick shies Trio,
folksinging group
from Los Angeles.
Bruce MacDonald, Scsial Affairs Committee chairman, said
the committee ha: two I1PW Offi-

society editor
The kitties of Kappa Alpha Theta and the brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega had a dinner exchange Wednesday night, Whitt Wit!: followed
by folk singing. and entertainment at the Alpha Tau Omega House.
Recently installed officers of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority are
Kathleen Anderson, president; Rody Holden, vice president; Andi
Lombardi, pledge trainer; Cindy Conrad, house manager; Charleen
Cirese, treasurer; Jerri Burnside, recording secretary; and Judy
Sewell, corresponding secreterY
F:k.ven women were initiated into the sorority recently. They
were Joan Anthony, PlIM Ariel, Judy Berger, Kathy Buchanan,
Jamie Deren, Diane De Roche, Linda Geise, Lynn McDonnell. Marti
Moffitt, Linda Weeden, and Debby Zimmerman, who wa.s chosen
as outstanding pledge.
SIGMA ALPHA MC
Recently. the Brothers of Sigma Alpha Mil held a guest dinner
at the house in order to honor their Sammy Sisters fur their great
amount of help during the past semester.
Those honored were Roberta Asher, Holly Barnard, Zo Sonkin,
Bev Schwartz, Rene Berkman, Diane Broksell, Karr) Bernhardt,
and Barbara Horwitz.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Ed Smith was named 1964 Lambda Chi Alpha push cart relay
chairman.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sigma Phi Epsilon celebrated its sixth anniversary as a social
fraternity on the SJS campus recently. Sig Ep had been the newest
fraternity on ciunpus prior to the addition of two more houses
last year.
For its Founder’s Day celebration the Sig F:ps held a dinner
for its Queen of Hearts queen candidates and later took them to the
Skate Arerut for a roller-skating party. After the next qiieen contest
function, a dinner last night, the 10 semi-finalist:4 will be chosen
by the brothers.
Sigma Phi F:psilon’s Pledge
Class officers for spring are
John Brickman. president; Ken
Ayers. vice president; Bob Spingola, secretary -treasurer; Howie
Myers, scholarship chairman;
Ray Blute, athletic chairman:
Bud Farley, social chairman;
and Mike Kenna, refined functions chairman.
THETA CHI
The newly elected spring officers of Theta Chi are Tom Volz.
president; Terry Dykeman, vice
president: Pat Ryan. secretary;
Vince Feeney, treasurer; Skip
W(xxlward. social chairman:
Paul Tummason. pledge trainer;
and BI’lleP Brown, house manager.
Theta Cbi :also initiated nine
new members int() the fraternity.
They are Jeff 13arbarkow, Bill
Dusel, Bill Fetherson, Jim Gaddis, Dick Henry. 13ob Huber.
Terry MacDonald. Barry
and Bill Sanguinetti. Theta (Iii
welcotnes these new members
into the house and also offers
congratulations to the new officers.

Women’s Club
Plans Easter Tea
Women Faculty Clu1) members
1mm the Nursing, Department
:ire planning an 1.:a.s1,eii Tea for
iheir colleagues. Th.. :Wait. is 1
he hold in I i.,1 I. 1 nob tii

I

be arranged.
is corren’1
fare of
sainillr1P
London. nt
1’1 for round and
? includes an
’omit on the
lion 01 the
tilahle to stn.
SJS.
.-hich will be*
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group, a tato,
charged fr
fare between
Lonilon.
iase on illow
spell SePt.
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lion is 3’18’
Avert Cellog
Departmen,t
riU 111-. 4’431.

"A CErousel of Fashions," will
tx. the theme of a special edition
of the Spartan Daily which will
appear on Tuesday. March 17.
The edition will feature the

cers. ’rhey are Tim McCall,
treasurer, and Carol Eichler,
secretary.

TRINI LOPEZ

latest spring fashion:4 in bathing
suits, wornen’s and men’s hats,
smart suits tor the women and a
special section on the latest in
headwear--- wigs.

ACAPULCO TACO BAR

Trini Lopez was made arl honorary member of the Theta Chi
fraternity Wednesday night. He
had dinner with the men and
later entertained them. The contestants of the Theta Chi Dream
Girl contest were also guests at
the dinner.

Delicious Mexican Food
Tostaditas

150

Tortes .
59’t
(Authentic Mexican Sandwich’

Airtw

The Match Boxi

Enchiladas

30t

Two B Q Taquifos 2/260
Mexican Hot Dog

15t

Orders to go

Nella Randolph, Spartan Spears, sophomore physical education
major from Campbell to Alan Henninger, ASB trea.surer, senior
business and 114/Cial science majors from San Francisco. The wedding
is set for August 15.
Kathy McKay, Kappa Alpha Theta, junior elementary education major from Ventura to John Quigley, Tau Kappa Epsilon, January graduate in business achninistration from Redwood City. The
wedding is planned for June 28.
Ann Buckley, junior F:nglish major at Laverne College from
Montclair to Robert Nye. senior history major from Walnut Creek.
Wedding is plaimml for June 7.
Sue Donovan, junior home economics major from Hayward to
Bob Lang, former S.IS student from Danville. No wedding date is set.

101 Park Ave., at Market Street
Call: CY 7-1225
.1=111111MMIMMI.

Friday, Saturday and Sunday Only

Our 9amoue 30c &tiler
rInd

A full 8 oz. glass
of
Orange Winzit Drink
America’s finest wh.pped orange ju;ce drink
Cool . . . Delicious . . . Rfreshing

only 35*
(rd. Par

0^,f

5c for drinki

We also serve
charcoal burgers
hot dogs
fresties

ram62..thle
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WE GIVE CARS
GET UP AND GO
Chcli and adjust
wheel alignment.

DELTA UPSILON will hold a Desert Fashion
Show Sunday from 3 to 9 p.m. All family and
friends of Delta Upsilon are invited. Models
from six sororities and Delta Upsilon models will
show all latest fashions from Mosher’s Ltd. There
will also be entertainment from several sorori-

’The

it

MILLS

Presenh
Now Thru
March 22

TRULY GREATS’
SOW BUSINESS"

Wheels aligned? Brakes in good shape? All potential
trouble spots okay? Get the right answers now from
the men who know cars inside and out .. . our experi
enced mechanics.

-1r
84#0 of GOLO

SILVA SERVICE

GAILLARD)

Yoga, & Si1,11

MONKEY BAR
TUE$ MAR.24,MARTIA 0E1141

LII/ICHFONS 44/Z$C0.11/410....GASTY WoleREN

VI,111,1,10

and tia
HOWARD
FREDERIC

(SLIM

41-14E
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Precision check.
tuneup engine.

FABULOUS DINING
pos,s,iciNCT NITELY

BROS

(*I
=11r,

Check, rpair
brakn,

ties and fraternities on campus. Models pictured in the photos are I. to r. Dave Voseburg,
Delta Upsilon; Lonnie Lathrop, Delta Gamma;
Sharon Moy, Gamma Phi Beta; and Harry
Polley, Delta Upsilon.

SAFARI
ROOM
Story &White Rds.
259 2962

78 S. 4th St.

295-8968

Late For Class? We’ll Park It For You
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Services
f Collegians meet at 9:45 a.m.
Topic: Christian Problems
Speaker: Mac Martinez
College Youth Fellowship 8:30
Refreshments served after 8:30 meeting
11:00 a.m.: 7:00 Pm
Services
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$
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Pastor Arvid Carlson, D.D.
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for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

the downtown church
catering to the college community

Ite Set. Stvand St

Spartan Tri-C

Rack Ave.
Carneh11, Calif.
Tel.:378-0218

3fai and
Sunday, March IS

NG COLLEGE
LIFE
INSURANCE
Of AMERICA COMPANY

9:11
5:11

II.
.1 11 1

1111...r foo thoollittriif

’How to Prosent Christ to o Non-Christion’

$

MIST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
11:30. 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

NEWMAN CLUB

441 South 10th
Street

Daily Mass
C. W. C. 11:45 a.m.
71 S. MI
CY 5-11.311

Santa Ciao, 11,
1,30 & 11:10 a rn.
Donaid A. Getty,
Minister

(Mi

i Synod)

woo
Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
Mid -week Lenten Services
Wednesday 645 & r,

"Suaday Morning Services:
I:13. 1:30 and 11:00
2 blocks from school
A. J. Bromastr, Paster
1,12. S404

sZ

$

Speakers:
Penny Hogg, Chicago
Nancy Glock, Mexico
sr

Grace Baptist Church
484 East San Fernando
8.45, 11.00 and 7:45 p.m.
Church Salf,Ce
10.00 a.m. College Bible Class
"Confronting Christ"
&serge Shorty" Collin John hol Alien
Nem
Wort Coilitge Chaplain

Canterbury
Tales

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplain

First Immanuel Lutheran

Worship Sunday
St. Paul’s
10th r.t San Salrdo,
9 10 a 1100 a m
James Etheredee,
Minister

"Our Christian
Responsibility and
SL mmer Prcjects"

Episcopalians a+ San Jose Stfai

Sunday. March 15
6 p.m. Supper 4041
7 p.m. Dr. William B. Gould, Director of Student Office, Board
of Missions of the Methodist
Church, will be talking about
opportunities for short term
r,ervirn through Ow, church.

First

k

Reverend John Arthur
Regional Secretory
in Campus Work
Tuesday Program 7 p m.
CAMPUS CHRISTAN CENTER
300 5 10th at San Carlo’
Allan D,eter CPTPUS PA00,

The Catholic Student Center

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor

ERIC PETERSON
IC40

$0

(Mthodis+ Student
Center)

J. Benton White.
Campus Minister

San Jose

A Sfudnf choI for th doubter
ousflonv nd bUr.v.r,

The new

Wesley
Foundation

First Baptist Church

n:
\

St. Thomas Chapel

:, Worship Sunday, 10 a.m.
,,
.....5---D ;*. Guest Pastor

.it
§ ( 7 --__}

Morning Worship
11:30 & 11:00 a
College "Sminer"
9:45 a.m.
Tri-C Club
5:45 p.m.

;’ciluhs’I:;;;YroC’C’onlniedgnel AfsAelining

Carousel of Fashions

SANTA CLARA

FIRST CLASS IN CELLAR
-One gentleman and five ladics- made lip the first class
ia %shill was to become San Jose
lege. They at tendci I
Sioi
.,,,.
in the dingy cellar of
Street Ifigh School

I
!!Ilcou’dLiketoknow How
lo Get the Most
for your life Indollars, contact me and
about College LIfe’s
BENEFACTOR, a famous policy
ltsigned expressly tor college
mea and sold exclusively to col* men because college men
laptelerred life insurance risks.
No obligation.
Give me a ring,
*,),

SPARTAN DAILTS

ENGAGEMENTS

Coe & Riverside

for the Air
.1. flight to

1’011

Orange Winfit Chock gar

ins ited

pr,r:

u

1’111L.V. March 1"

College Discussion Group 9.45
L PIdler, Dlr. af Musk
N. Hives. Vicar

4.0

THE WINDUP
last of the Trinity Lenten series
this Sunday: Professor Jock Masson.
speaking on "Man in Modern Drama" ;:x
of Trinity Church, 10 *.m.
(Sunday evening as usual at Ms
Center)
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 SOuth Tenth

Marilyn Neeley

Friday, March V, 1%1

4SPARTAN D.AILT

Mills Brothers Open
Tonight in East S.J.
The Mills Brothers, a trio
singing group, opens tonight at
the Safari Room in East San
JOSP for a 10-day engagement.
’rise Mills Brothers, who are
farnous for their "You Ahvays
Hurt the One You Love," and
"Lazy. RiSet’," have been singing
together since the 19:30’s; over
25 years.
Their first performance to set
them into show business was at
the Florentine Gardens in Hollywood. It was there they sang
their first Decca Records re.
_

O’Clock Curtain.
i:s1SN
JAI KIF:
hrie .111, I do,

’The Symphony Orchestra’

lease, "Paper Doll." which sold
over tvvo million copies.
They No., appeared throughStates and Eurout the
ope. All three, Donald, Harry
and Herbert have appeared in
motion pictures and radio.
Over the 25-year period the
group has had its ta.ste of success and failure. While on their
second European tour the trio
gained tremendous popularity.
Tickets for their performance
may be obtained at the Safari
Room Box Office.

A city’s symphony orchestra is
like the beauty of a delicate
flovver that grows in a window
box which hangs feom a twenty
story building. The peace end the
calm that this flower gives to the
busy occupants who live on the
other side of the window pane is
the same peace and calm that a
symphony’s music gives to its
listener.
Thinic of the tiny drop of moisture clinging to the smooth petal
of the flower. It is this lifegiving moisture for the flower
that makes it grow.
Think of man who turns to
music wten words and emotions
cannot be expressed otherwise.
It is music that is just as lifeto man as the moisture
is t thie flower. Man needs his

During
Easter
-Speed Reading-

to grow, to be alive. to be
o express his fo eat feelings.
The life of the flower begins
with the early spring and ends
the heat of summer’s day..
As the flower, symphony music.
also has its season of life. IA’ith
the soft warm winds of spring’s
ease, musie’s symphony reliestra.s die with the last concert of
their season.
Tonight, the San Jose Symphony Orchestra will play the
sweet MUSIC of Brahms in its
last concert for the season. Sandor Salgo will direct the performance vchich will be in the
San Jose Civic Auditorium at
8:30 p.m. Give your mind to the
peace and calm of this symphony’
orchestra’s music. It is the music
that lises in the spring of man’s
heort.
ahl.

C ity’s Symphony Orchestra
Presents Last Concert

Special Course
at
Special Rates

The San Jose Symphony Orchestra will present its last performance of the season tonight
in the San Jose Civic Auditorium
at 8:30. The performance is open
to the public without charge.
Sandor Salgo will direct the
symphony orchestra in the allBrahms concert which will feature siolinist David Abel and
violincellist Gabor Rejto.
Orchestral works scheduled by
Salgo include the "Tragic" Overture, Op. 81, and the Symphony
No. 2 in D major, Op. 73.
Both soloists will play in the

Call 248-7674

Reativiz, 9tte
375 Town & Country Village

No mirrors, black
cats. or ladders at
Burger Tol, n.

C’oncerto in A minor for Violin,
Cello and Orchestra, Op. 102,
which was the composer’s last
effort in the concerto form and
is in the style of a concerto
grosso,
Abel made his debut la.st year
with the San Jose Symphony
under Salgo’s direction, playing
the Brahms Concerto in D major
for Violin and Orchestra. Rejto
has performed with the Alma
Trio and has concertized in Europe, North and South America,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand.

This Week’s Special
Morning Noon and Night
Lipstick Ensemble

$3.00

Just good
Burgers

All clear medicated shampoo
by DuBarry. For excess oil and Dandruff
si"

TENTH ST. PHARMACY

460 E. William

294-9131

10th & Santa Clara
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in plosfic tube

Pianist Recital Sunday
The alumnae chapter of Mu Phi
Epsilon will present Miss Marilyn Neelry, pianist. in ;1 recital
at 3 pm in Concert
(ruin the euneert
INN, fur selmlurships
members of the in gan-

recital debut in ’,cis Ar,
went on her fii,t tow,
Nes% York,
in W!.ishington,
yr.:alitand 1)0m...r.
ir Irt I hr.
rttrIii
:11141

ii.

S,1.1111.11J
1’160.

11,111

V.114Ft

Mir 1\iti

:1,1..t

Neeley will play Mozart’s
" Ah vous dirai-je,
s., i.11 I. )II
irizirilalt." I litydn’s Sonata in G
Sonata in
mai, tr. la
sharp minor, Op. 2, Kohs’ variations on "L’Homtne Arme,"
1,iszt’s Two Etudes after Paganini, Rachmaninov’s Two Et odes Tableaux, Op. 33 and Prokoviev’s
Toccata, Op. 11.
The young female Pacific
Coast pianist is the winner of
many a Wit rds including the
Kinther Award, Hollywood Bowl
Auditions, Michaels :Memorial
Award. and in the Van Cliburn
International Piano Competition
in 1962, she placed fifth, the only
American woman competitor
vibo won an award. She has appeared as soloist with symphony
orchestras of Pittsburgh, Chicago, Los Angeles, and others.
Recently she made a recital tour
of Alaska.
As a native of LOS Angeles,
Miss Neeley wa.s a child prodigy
who at the age of eight made her

(hiring 1961 aro
thtir Vied],

I ler

.\1,1

malty e.qiceri It[Tp4.:11’dlit
:ifilm01.11,,

Student Bowling

35,

BILLIARDS PARLOR
PoolSnookerS1.00

per hour

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.
Tomorrow

294.7800

at TheNow
A

Music Department
Features Concert
By High School

at The

V

DRIVE111
ev.1-1953
SHOW Al

,As c AADR EDm y NOMINATIONS
DOORS OPEN 1215

GATES 6 30

00

THE MOST EXTRAORDINARY STORY EVER FILMED!

The SJS Music Department
presents the De Anza High
School Orchestra of Richmond,
California, in concert Tuesday in
Concert Hall at 1:30 p.m.
The high school orchestra will
play J.S. Bach’s "Choi ale and
Invention";
Joseph
Ilitydn’s
Symphony No. 93 in D "London"
2, 1st Movement; George Bizet’s
Carmen Suite, Introduction. Aragonaise, Intermezzo and Toreador Song: Charles Williams,
"Dream of Olvven" and Reinhold
Gliere’s "Ru.ssian Sailor Dance."
The "Dream of Olwen" features Linda McDonough, as piano soloist.

Sidn,07
_pokier
MOWER IN

71(az-.,.
erne PLUS AT

FE:T ACTOR
0trEY PC.TIER
:303 Bert n
Festt.al,

, , MTH THEATRES

STEVE McQUEEN JAMES GARNER RICHARD ATIENBOROUGN
COLOR: .,,PANAVIS101 .

Easter Art Exhibit
In Los Gatos Show
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BE SMART!
In your streamline
shirtuaist .
Precision fit for
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"MALE
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4-5$44

"SIN AND DESIRE"

r rr,

STUDENTS SI 00

TOWNE
1433 THE ALA64E-DA
CY 7 3060

CY

AND FEMALE"

STUDENTS SI 00--

,SARATOGA
14502 BIG BASIN WAy

"LOVERS OF TERUEL"

uN 7.3024

"DAVID AND LISA"

A

"LORD OF THE FLIES’’
STUDENTs

E

Si 00

L RANCH
ALMA AND ALMADEN ROAD

STUDENTS St 00

gavaroTA R
1968

ALUM

"SEVEN DAYS IN MAY"
"WHO’S SLEEPING IN MY BED"

STUDIO

FIRST & SAN SALVADOR
CY 2.6771
"GLOBAL AFFAIR"
"TWO RODE TOGETHER"

ROCK Avsna

south screen

"WEST SIDE STORY"
"STOLEN HOUR"
"WAR LOVERS"

north wean
"JUST ONCE MORr
"THE FRUIT IS RIPE"

All the gang s going 10 Plaza Martet to ’.eo the Human I
t.’
in the window. This pretty senorita makes tortillas right before y
eyes. She also makes CARNITAS (Sender little pieces of beef or r
that are so good in tacos or tr-t ’as. Add a touch of Mexico to
meals by visiting Plaza Mariet I
weekend.

"Designed with the college girl in mind"

tOTTAGE tASUALS

Tht trim look is traditional ... is illustrated by this slim,
step-in sheath. Tailored of cross-dye denim, a handsome blend
of rayon and acetate. Pert Bermuda collar accented with our
distinctive Country Miss lamp pin. Roll -up sleeves. In ClaSSIC
solid colors.
Sizes 6 to 14.

438 E. William

Quick Delivery On Orders To Go

PLAZA MARK ET
1010 E. Santa Clara
C.1,r,1
(23rd nnd

San Jose
297-6725
OUNTree MISS
Thurs. Night ’fill 0

,.. ,
r t

G AY

400 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Heard About The Human Tortilla Maker?

$15.98

Orien

552 SOUTH BASCOM
CY 5.7238
"KNIFE IN THE WATER"

COUNTRY MISS

Priced reasonably at

10 a.m..4 p.m.

CINEMA .

,

that perfect date

OPP. toommo

A s:pecial exhibit cf eligimis
painting by artist Ken Morrow
is on display at the Fellow -hip
Gallery, Los Gatos, through April 12.
The exhibit features collect-,
using unusual materials as washers and nuts with burlap and
canvas cut and draped, all coordinated with heavy impasto and
finished in glazes.
Morrow
will
demonstrate
his unusual collage techniques on
Sunday, April 12 at 2 p.m. in the
Gallery located in the First
Methodist Church, 125 Church
St., Los Gatos. The demonstration is open to the public free
of charge.
Ken Morrow, who is an assistant professor of art at Chico
State College, graduated from
C7hico State in 1951 and received
his M.A. in 1956. He has exhibited in San Francisco at the :Museum of Modern Art and the
Palace of Legion of Honor. He
has also exhibited nt the State
Fair and :Madonna Festival.
This exhibit is open to the
public daily from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
except Mondays.

p.rn.

NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

Take Home Specialties
Tacos
Tamales
Enchiladas

Phone: 294.1802
Open EVERY day 9 a.m.-I I p.m.

B -B -Q Chickens
B -E -Q FCb’
Carnitas

144111.1.- 1
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Speech Center Helps 300 a Semester

9C2

lay MARISA.’ \ ISELL
wind
Sound. gesiort
anti
The,. ;He the tools of commuru.
‘4outelattes these tools
ate 11.,mpeed by physical detamity or some other impediment
P.::7 Dr. Mart:aret Letzfer
profe.,sor
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SJS

Stildent

ptohlerns.
Stnee that tune this one person operation has grown to a
large and luny accredited speech
correction and hearing department.
,111.,01

,,,,,A

Vling

SMOTHERS BROTHERSTom and D;ck Smothers will appear
week from tonight at thw Ciic Auditorium at 8:30.

one

RLOR

Mehl

/011011EAViariVir

per luny

IREI’Alt’TNIENT’S PURPOSE
The porpo,e of the department
ha- eltanged atom,. ,.v.111 Hs size.
l’r.-oro!y 2(itt .,tudents are rec,.r.
lor public ,,,hool
,1111,-.11 ,et.1,,.
The depart.
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1,11’1
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children
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adults
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294.7800

T-BONE STEAK
LAMB LOIN CHOP
SLICED BACON
VEAL SHOULDER CHOP
BEEF HEARTS

794 lb.

SMALL

The

92
35c
59
25,

lb.

COLUMBIA

100

lh Pk g

lb.
lb

STATE MEAT MARKET

CY 2-7726
Corner 4th and Santa Cl3ra
WHOLESALE TO RATS SCROIRIT ES ANT) BOARDING HOUSES
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J. B. TROPHIES
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FEMALE"
DESIRE"

THE CRITTENDEN CO.
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297.9170
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The S.114 speech correction and
he0i..n.., router is termed the
o.-1
.11111
111/-J.,1
facility in
ili.
Ward
Rasmus, head and director of
the department.
Ittr. Rasmus, a warm, striking
rnan, points svith
fifiable pride to the seniees
and training offered b!. the S.IS
department. Its facilities, located on the lop floor of the
Speech rind Drama Building
for!? ineludes 15 therapy
.1,1 seven hearing testThe.:e are tNed
for training and for
vork with speech and
hearing patients.
CHILDREN IN PROGRAM
children who come for
therapy h...., either beet: referred to the S.IS program Ity
parovhial rout puhlic
schools, and the Crippled ChilIlitnn’S Soeiwt, or else their parents learn from other parents.
They are treated hy students
in the department. under the
supervision of :qrs. Marge Claneirulo,
and
hy
professional
speech merection therapLsts and
ourdinators
like
Mrs.
Janis
Lueent.
The
student:
begin
working’
vith their ONS’Il CaSt’S after having completes! two basic speech
enrreetiem courses. They each
v.ork vith one child at first. and
as they advance in their studies
vork
oh small groups or one
fed ca.-e.
These statistic,: and explanation.% MI‘ great, lytit What iS
-peeeh
correction really like?

Thr

1:NCOURAGEMENT IIEI.PS
A chobbY little boy in cowboy
tois and jeans names the animals in a picture hook. His
ara
indistinct, but his
therapist understands what he
I, trying to say and encourages
111111
gPntly.
Occasionally she
repeats words for him, or pronounces the %s.orets carefully
while he watches in the mirror
before them. The proceas is unhurried and pleasant, and the
..hild is receptive. He squeezes
h.. hands sometimes and make,:

,

il

’ruff. say

VilI111,0

.tr -cow- as he rtars,

hut

kccp, tryintt.
A riiirlitl...c.ted Irian droPs
%isit
lattilty
moinber. His
speech ts sl.a.v and deliberate,

he

altholigh

clear.

Ile

no

longer

artal cpeeen therapy,
joht suited to his
Ile 1. one perscin sintering from brain injury, in his
case from the removal of a
Ficed,

trit

ne,I

I tintOr.

STI’TTERERS
A young mechanic checks his
therapy schedule. haltingly explainint.r that he will he unable
to attend the adult therapy
group Thursday altrrnoon be11,1.
WOIk. 114’ Is a stutterer.
Soul term!, is one
thr, most
intcresior., s;cri
to
the
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Lowest
Gas Prices
IN SAN JOSE

.

’"

’It( )1)1.:

Guaranteed Major Oil Co. Gasoline

1964

Iniva
swirZERLAND

. Ho.

PORTUGAL
ENGLAND
RELOlum
MONACO
UGOSLAVIA
GERmANy
AUSTNIA
SPAiN’

. ITAL
SAN .AAI, I1c
HUNGARY
DENIAAIN,
. N Y WOP.r,
FAIR

11
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11111,
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PURITAN OIL CO.

Call Campus Representati,,
Cliff Heisterberg 294-6019

4th ard
and Keyes
10th and Taylor 13th and Jui;an
2391 The Alameda

6th

A’pJ P
. . . to help you
sign up for
summer and fall
297-8877
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points out that the

JOIN THE OTHERS
ATTENDING THE NEW

John Lauritzen wanted fur :her knowledge

BRYANT & STRATTON
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
WHERE
TEACHING
BUSINESS IS
OUR BUSINESS

Ynii ran he 1).)..itie
K

A ENUE

irr negative
STORY"
.40UR"
VERS"

Nottr apprioach. We’re iii".2.atir.

Ik’f. don’t liat

Want To Play
Better Golf?
Learn from teaching

.

professionals

.61,

Bacon & Eggs

MORE"
IS RIPE"

BETTY HICKS

Roast Beef D;nners

JOHN McMULLIN

Veal Cutlets
or
Calves Liver
Ie

6 lessons
2 people $35/couple
3 people $15/each
4 people $12/each

liaNe

The

best Pizza in town

The

best Spaghetti in town

111111’

III

"’CI’

Individual rates $5

Student Rates
500 bucket

I

only
All Ibis at
;k ens

35c with ASB card

PIZZA HAVEN
10th & William

Open Daily 4 p.m.

293-1310

SPRING TERM
BEGINS MARCH 30
FEATURING
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
DEGRE,E AA
ACCOUNTING
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
EXECUTIVE
MEDICAL
LEGAL
STENOGRAPHIC
SECRETARIAL,
Beginning
Advanced
Clear Typist

tarh,-

BRYANT & STRATTON
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
21IS THE ALAMEDA

21I

San Jose Fairways
230 E.

He’s finding it at Western Electric

InPfpf.1 COURSFS

nn

SNI & ATMS 110N
Brokaw Rd.

295-9542
(across Baystiora from Hyatt Hous)

OE COMNO act:
tit:. ’I he ALAMEDA
- 241.2979
Mid ne your turrem Maim

in the I.
This led ’
t,at ever
ttle cleveH nal
helping John in furthering his edit.. atton.
John attended one of Western Elertric’s three
Graduate Engmeermg Training Centers and graduated with honors. Now, through tile Company paid
Tuition Refund Plan, John is work.ng toward his
Ma.!i .; In InCILISII1,31 Managernenl at BrE2Plyn
Po
lnic Institute. He is currenty a nlanrmg
eng . "I developing test equipment for Use Bei.
telephone switchSy ’,
revo1ut.on iry,,-!/..-..

.

ham( al and indust
phy.ical
ience.
bus.ness n-laiors. Get your copy of h.,
Electric. Career Opportunities bOOklet Iny
Placement Officer. Or write Western Eco,oLiny, Room 6405, 222 Broadway, New ,
38. N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a Pe’
inte.rvpw wrien the BeII System recruiting team
vi. -nnir
th1

Western Electric

I
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1

. 1,1. pi, le.1

heeatise

he cornes in ’,marl v..ith it
often.
Dr. James Aten of the SJS
speech corty-ction faculty works
a great deal with sitittering. Dr.
assiiciale prolessor
Aten,
IS
man
with a p.
.1 intefest in stuttering th..ratry. hat.ing been a
stutterer* himself.
According to rh*. Aten. theraPY
for pre-schoolers is mostly parental counseling. There is no
set cruise of stuttering, but often
parents of stuttereis have been
impatient listeners. and highly
intolerant of the child being a
child. This means that parents
sometimes set unrealistic standatrls for their child, and expect
too moch from him.
HARD ON THEMSELVES
There is no personality type
for stutterers. Dr. Aten explain.s.
but again, they are often too
hard on themsch.es and sometimes are perfectionist
v.to
want to do VII’y
ThPlilpy 1’01’ t he child st utterer
over eight is inten.sive and includes different methods. Often,
rev.arrding of communication efforts is used. The therapist also
attempts to show that communication is not as difficult as it
appeared.
For the adolescent and adult.
therapy _for stuttering center!:
around understanding of the
problem. This meang self-discovery of why they stutter and
when they st.itter most.
The struggling with words increases with the size of the audience. says Dr. Aten. and with
the necessity of speaking properly. as on the phone. Stutterers
never have difficulty when they
sing, or talk to infanLs, or remit
\ ’,II

,,

rea.,,ons
v(sIved.
thi latk
or a t!isal

*
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Danish Troupe Thrills Audience
In Gymnastics Display at SJS

:Sidi eh 11 1101

Spartan Gymnasts Seek Crown
In State College Tournament

ele- the beam the girls wen, IlinJugh
Tssenty -lour perfectly eon- over the side horse and the
a series of ballet type itieseinents,
ditioned athletes thrilled a near vated long
Later, the combined
ea in
crowd in the Spartan , ’Me women started With itIZZ
gymnastics, then came back with showed the crowd
.ample of
iti %% it h their gymnastic ilex. I
Danish
involving
folk
exercises
of
dancing,
series
a
Smileehtild
terity last night.
The later part been seen on the face. el the
The t,-tii 1111; DaniSh National hiiops and balls.
young
on
ladies
place
and
took
performance
their
gentlemen
the
Gymnast les team mint
ainaze the audience throughout the balance beams. With one foot on audience showed its
ni-dit with a program of great vatiety. The tsvelve %%Innen :nal
twel%,e men went from modern
dance and free style gymnastic,
to tumbling.
The crowd. which had been
elappin,..,, sparingly through the
The Fabrics and Finishes Dept. of E.I. du Pont
first few exercises, shinved their
approval of the men’s vigorous
de Nemours and Co. will be interviewing
acrobat ir r, out ines.
enjoyable part of the
Thi
program, as indeed by the reacti,,ti of the crowd, %vas at the end
of the evening, when the nwit’s
team %sent through a series et
,xer.ises on the side horse. an
eleated bench and an elevated
long horse.
of the class of JUNE ’64. On campus, Fri.,
The 1,,,ys at first went throtigh
a rate of about
their program
MARCH 20.
one every thirl% seconds. but the
second tittle arotincl they weni
Contact Placement Office Room 224,
through at a rapid fire pace. The
crowd roared as the tnen
Administration Building for appointment
11111,1e.
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It in the the nwet. then sat out 1962 Last
Fernando X’alley State State an I I..nr
of the
he
Cellege, the defending cliamPion.
’111.
multi he a strong twit% hitt has come hark thi,
San .lose %%ill send a squad
ionten,lci ha third position, zilong
%%hid’ I ’unshed four! 11
Clivv will he one ol ftitir
%%ith low.;
%ear’s
1,)1’ the most valtiahle
bank on
The Spartans
action, bearing
8-5
top-notch performances Irons all- .,11 -around perlormer in the nwet
dual meet reeord. midi Clair
11,, plaved sixth last year behind
it rIi
around own
s and 1.0.
Jetitiet t tigure
k Steelsmith,
(111.
twzeie... state to battle it mit
along With mwessary points in
ler top spot, nith the &lending
the trampoline.
Diana). rating the edge.
s,IS ha- tw, stroll..., men in
i"
The
tramp..line eempetition: Ly n
’CA ,.111e1V11,4 IS
Ron ;Ind Chuck Allen. Allen
LI,
pi,ice,1 third in last year’s state
in. ot and has heen a consistent
pont-getter for S.’S thi. year.
Three .c..ars
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Ikxlson took first place in
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Special Student Rates
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Flowers
ancl
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CY 2-0462

"#"(e4eliuSiNt.SY MACHINES
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170 South Second

lOth & Santa Clara

CI Rancho Verde
1,011 tinirse and

Range

WeekiliR .nolent green tees $1.25
minute, Ir
1:i.ir Lerner - I male East on McKee Road therpasa
2142 Nicker Roail
CL 1-1143
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

CHUCK ALLEN
. . . trampoline star
Dave
three relliriling
seei mil 1 and .1,1,11 Gardner ,tiftlii of SFVS and (.1(4,1*gl’
WilCUX ,f0U11111 ()I S;111 F. an, Ise,
State.
Aecording to .1
%%14,10. looft Ili.. own have had
harm. In
won’t do them
addition. irs 0%141
and Lynn Dodson a chance ti.
heal their injuries.
I
tie predicted that scores ot 9,,
and over lout of a possible 11io,
will be necessa:% to take firsts al
the meet.
-
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Racing News
Interviews
Erre Passes

Big Championships
at Fremont
March 14-15
READY -TO -USE POLVMkR EMULSION PRODUCTS

Lquitex Only at Cal Book

Delivered to Your Door
4-11:30 Daily

’till 1:30 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

Pizza

Study Breaks
Parties
or
Dinner
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Just call CY 2-8119 for
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Tne independent league eham1)1011S has.. been named for entry
into the semi-finals.
,
fhe winners are Awful-Awful.
the Rusjos, the Retreads. Alpha
l’hi Alpha. the Red Horde, the
111-- Incompletes. and tit’,
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An Opportunity for You ..

In the "D" league pla I
’ Wednesday night. the Retreads
:eated the Saints. 12-11. Rich Sin itaku led his team with 15 points.
The "E" league plaoff saw the
%I’M() 111.ACII, F14. UPI Slug- ti9ers edge the Hawks, 41-39. John
outfielder Frank Howard of Iazel topped the scoring colimio
, with 18 plints.
.
1Xxlgors today an 111"F" lemate re’fular PI:. .V.-1
...- retirement 1.ont base- Hinvned the Jesters. 46-2’’ Jim
,l1 in a letter to General Manager Inernicke was high man %%-ith 21
I p inns. :110111(1er No. 2 topped the
J. iduzzie
"I have been quite serious about pritickodunkers. 66-23. I3oh Bond.
led the scoring with 23 points
1,,
The "G- league featured thiee
i:, his lettcr
"I’m sorry I wailml so long, hot ,ontests. The Swishers beat th..
I wanted to be sure of my final Limehouse Gang. 5()-33. Itint Tani\tilS the high scorer viith
decision. I knom. I won’t mato, ampoints. Rich Platte led the 11,...Imre near as much nitme
I
hut money isn’t Ion., v.ith
side of
N...
ti -21 Tin :\1;11-1the euri Jr all ills."
,1,4,..1,;(1
Iliwvard and Bilva.i hail staled
met.heci,
negotgitions in spring 111:11 thi
,;ink
outfielder’s prolonged holdout
The soni).,ii la,ipitai team
%vas
let ly a -personal matter."
Club President Walter O’Malley tains will meet Nfarch 31 in to,
iaid that he hoped !toward v.ill men’s gym, room 201 at 3:30 p.m
change his mind. lie conceded The puri..i,e of the meeting is io
le% 1,
roles. team structure am:
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Netmen Face
Golden Gators
Here Today
Spartan netters return to a, tem :hi. afternoon. playing host
St;ii. on the
at 2:30.
,t1
11 Retell li.rikorian’s tennis
.,, 1.i he lookini, for their
Ater losing the
.10
,,, Si ardent
llit
I
the Indians, S.1S
dumped Santa Barhara. 6-3. and
Universit% of San Francisco. 7-’2
No. 1 singles man Rich Ander...141
lead the Spartans into
with But,
hatile. and
Mud., in the feature doubles
,V1111. Others competing for SJS
Inch Drake, Larry Draper,1
Ruh Adams and Russell Wriv.111.’
The Spartans will need to lw
at their hest next week, as they
tangle with three
ar. scheduled
teams.
Tue,,day SJS travels to Berke10. for a 3 p.m, contest with Cal
lVednesday the Spartans play Ire,
liri,Alarn Young. while Thi,.
day it %%ill
1SF at the Spar,

1.1.AV 18 HOLE.S OF GOLF IN 21/2 HRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
A1.1. GREEN 18 1101.k. COURSE
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29c
Loads Of Fresh Ground Meat
Compare with any in town
Try one iDr. lunch today
4th & San

Fornando Sts.

(Across from Library)
...fig

BURGERS

Bears Hiding in Bushes;
SJS To Do the Flushing

ice
IS

Pont
SPRINGS IN HIS LEGS-Bob Lovejoy, who returned to form last
Stanford Relays, displays his 1963
.eelt with a 6-73/4 leap in the
6-91/4 barrier against Oregon State.
orm as he goes over the

FOLK
Fri.,

Guitars-Ilanios-1,essous

RENT TO LEARN

4,
Emt

BENNER MUSIC
1884 W. Sao Carlos

CY 7-7417
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COLLEGE BOWL
354 E. Santa Clara
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Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent
Fred Fernandez SJS

Connecticut
Mutual Life

’59

lewd Clinton SJS
Robert Quiel SJS
Denial Hitchock SJS
James Keener SJS
Larry Nelson SJS

’59
’60
’59
’61
’62

Ihy ’151u Chi., Company
that’s low on nt0 rest too

1671 The Alameda, Suite 311

294-5660
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11100. S114/111.’.."1
teams PVPII’," the SJS mentor
warned. "They’re iust laying in
the bushes . .
waiting."
Waiting or not, ’hi. Spartanhave been running %%MI
of last week’s loss
their nand
all weele While the Spartans ma%
kelet,
lie ready to mil loose ;it
tomorrow, 1110 may bo, .1.,vved
. wet trt.,k

1111.114T1I’lli 141.:0111.1",
l :1,10. will take lite track
tomorrow at Edwards Field in
Berkeley to see what they can 110
about making up for last week’s
defeat in the Stanford Relays.
Bud Winter. Spattan 1.00C11, 1111(1
111111 01
1/1:1111e 1111’ laS1 WIPPle’S
JOSS to the Indians on his team’s
!I:n.1( of vieiou.sness. ’Ishere’ll be no
place for complacenev at:01inst the
Bears. however.
.ller working 0111 a Haigh
dope S1114.1 1111’ 111e 00,1,
1 ,,,,,
Cal 10 be tougher than
he
IlitVP originally expected.
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Lust year’s triangular meet al
Cali along with .%rizona State,
took place in cool, blustery
weather. Minter however said
that Cal’s track holds w 11
11 Kainsl wet %et-Ober, and
si
dal lw in bad shape.
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TWO YEARN RUNNING
SJS’ hasketballers hme won the
West (’otist Athletic Conference
Tournament, staged annually daring Christmas vacation at USF,
two years in a row. In 1962, SJS
defeated St. Mary’s for the title,
55-51: la,t year their final game
%ictim %..a, Santa Clara, 50-7C,

Nationals in Texas and the AAI.
National Championships.
- WIN STREAK BROKEN
The undefeated S.IS mermen met
their match last year. The swimming team, with 30 straight win,
%vas halted by a 6:1-32 deteat
the hands of the Stanford swin,
ing teatn.

v vAVaialk.W.../.1klaial&Wp

America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrou
SPECIAL

Ti-IE
GILDED
,
dip CAGE

Caaaie Jr’s
Bobbie Brooks
Mi. l’ai
Fleischnion
5 E. WIWANI * neer 106 Street
Opn Thurs. Nit.
CY 4-7629

1ACOS
Looking for a
delicious new treat?

San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickets $2.25, $3.00, $3.75, $4.50

San Jose Box Office
( drifts
- ON SALE

Have a Tostada ... only 28c
Phone Orders CY 7-8421

4th and St. James

$149

STUDENTS’ DINNER

&

Horsehiders,
Hornets Vie

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

8:30 P.M.

Illsommumommumommuu

STRETCHING-Lester Bond gives out a big effort in the broad
jump at Stanford. Bond was bothered by tricky Stanford Stadium
air currents, and finished third with a 23-31/2 but has an all time
best of 25-4 to shoot for at Cal.
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year, quarter,
Knowles ran a Is
,,,
S.IS rnile relay man
Bob 1.0%ijo% %%111 also lir
nith elite romp..ii
in the per
e,i.tie Johnson 17-5 SI
tind 1;oger Olsen 6- 11 J. 1..ov e, leaped 11-7 3 I at Stanford,
bill %sill need a higher effort toi
lop either part .1
11110.

A classic battle appears in the
offing in the sprint events, as
Forest Beaty and Wayne Ilermen, along with Jimmy Omagbemi, go out lor giory.
Tim Knowles draws a rugged
ol 0 1
\\1 II t
:1,,iv.nrn..nt in the 440, as he does
’
Archibald, Cal’s
1..1
dh Dave
knOWIPS, WhO Winter
claims is steadily improving, will in anv 1-,ent rould result I:
by SJS
have to cut loose on his first 220 sttesessful attempt
I le
Coach Dean Nliller’s freshman and gain etinfidenee to hold i,. "flbsh the Cal team out 01
hustle,: "
ttack team will enter its first battle in quest of a repeat victory in
, the big war, tomorrow afternoon
At Berkeley, Cal’s Bears %%ill
SC4. %that they can .1,1 to
1411e. of the
till’ the Spartans’ freshman track crown, a IT
headpiece which Miller’s charges
have displayed proudly for tv,,.
years running.
tune pia...,
The Spartan yearlings got
hi,
..tit0 State tomorsome valuable evperienee SaturSan Jose - ate plays host 101’ 1’0W iit I p.m. in Muni 11, a I
day in the Stanford Relays. ’ilie
alifornia Collegiate
the North.10
Spartabalies sped III wins in Ilw
It vi ill he a t.niat,h, as the tv,,,
4411. 111,1:1111.1. 1111.1111IN and mile Bross!’ Bell Championship lomor
Afternoon
relays 101.1. the Papooses, losing row. The tournament begins at 1,
to the 1.1
iints the shuttle hurdles. Only
1 p.m. in the :Vlen’s Gym. room 207
tn. o, te
four frosh events %ere run.
The Spartan judo team. under
,ht
Miller will teatime some great the coaching of 1964 OlYmPie
er t’alilorma
1963 high !idiot)! talent this year.
s
t-,1 8-2, and St,
I i
Coach Yosh Uchida, is the defendIn the sprints he has Dave Soper
ing champion. Last year the team
19.7, 21.1 and 98.6 at Pomona’s
11,1
it.
71.,
;41 !lions
Pre\
Ganesha Ilighl, Dennis 13moks took first place in au bitt one di,tthfered tv,,,
Ilte hand.
(9.8) and Clyde Wooten 110.6 100 vision.
at the hands ul
Slanford.
metersr, not to mention Bill JohnUchida keeps the men In Vila .1,,I 0110 10 1’111%11,11y of Sall
son and Totn Smith.
stunt conditioning and trai ’
I
-co.
Johnson wts
the most
askiiring an eveellent showing in
--t.a. tak i- es.to. 11,! 1, ,"0 Wil li
valuable notice performer at the the mnetei.
, I’ I I
iiiiI Ile
. riitilli
SJS Interclass meet, %%inning the
111111 hto..e been selected for ,"rough, 1,1.,
1)ati
180-vard dash 117.1 it1111 the 352 - each %%eight division. The holdei,
tai I.
Vatt lit ,
’yard dash 138.5..
of 1110 brown hell %%ill compete
t
t’..’
Northover
all
with
judoists
from
Smith %%ill iiiwnel the nevi few
California.
ern
:
weeks getting into track and
Competing in the 135-113. class
field condition, after a fine year
I
C0t1-k1
’111’.
mei
Kanemoio
%kith the S.18 freshman basket- will he liamey
’
P;11
7,1 01 ..\1.1.
ball team. Smith, from LeNtoore ILaurin Paine. In the 150.11,
il
Kaw,-.,iel
High School, will be Mr. Versa- Igory. it will be Victor
koji. Nord base, and Iton Linden tility for tbe freshmen this year. ’and Kenneth liyeda.
man, shortstop,
The men in the 165-1b. class
He has bests of 9.5, 211.8, 4i.3
the infield should 1,.
l’alIinve
vvill be Duane F:Ilis anti Bruce
and 14-111z tot ids credit in the
Dave Mettler and
It’ll
Fields. In the 1811-1h. Ili%14011.
11111. 2211, 4411 and broad j
Ar -, Smith.
Joe
and
Knatike
.lames
be
11
%%ill
hurdles.
in
the
Ile Call al.) go
Tuesday the Spartans tan_ t.
to. Krum. Brown and
Vat
viith Santa Clara. eurrentl,\
Other potential stars who will
rman start In the
Eng( ne
1he CII3A, after a p...,
I.4.der
be pushing for victories am Ken
195-11r. weight elass. In the unStanford.
.4 win
.r
Shackleford ’9.7. 21.2, 414.91. Frank limited g
p, Fred Heron and
Slemp, fourth best half-mile in the Don ifcneirn Ket the nod.
\ I
I ,11:17%.1.
state prep ranks last year 41:53.11, 1 Tile next tnurntnnent :it S.,
Darrall Dunalon, CIF mile champ !Jose State will be the Nation.,1
tPI I!
14:19.81.
Minter,
Schtiol Judo Championship t
baseball and football a,
LarlY licrald and Jack Strange Participating judoists will travel pl
1::
e trh 19,10’s. is a student
will carry the load in the hurdles, from all parts of the nation for
second in a
while Tel’IT Doe should come the tournament which takes pla
\I
through with an outstanding high March 21 in the Men’s Gym. Le,
jump season.
Parr. 150-1b. NCAA champion for
In the weights, John Tompkin.s t wo years is coordinat ing the
get the call in the discus and event.
;hot put. Miller rates him a good
inner tourneys on the agend
threat to the school discus mark. for the team are the Collegitib
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Spartan of the Week
__,
ti_’ID
Ai" - 1
This week’s Spartan is Gary Greathouse. Gary is currently
advertising manager for the Spartan Daily, and was classified
ad mgr. last semester. He is an active member of Sigma Chi
social fraternity and enrolled in ADS, a national advertising
fraternity. On April 8th, Gary will be representing SJS with
Dr. Quera at the advertising and marketing "consumer of
tomorrow"

panel

at Monterey.

Congratulations Gary

Greathouse.

Featuring the Shoe of the Week

A complete line of

BATES FLOATERS
S12.95 to $15.95
(The fastest -selling campus shoe in the country)

Blooms FLORSHEIM
71 So. First St.
295-3073

Shoes

Pr"’
74-44P %NT

1).11.V

Friday, Starith 13
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Campus Telephone Calls Now Free

College Student
Travel Program
offers Vanety

, SpartaguWe

’TODAV:
Trl Beta, 6 p.m.. Garden City
A free telephone fur local cam- the motion Wednesday night.
Hofbrau. 51 S. Market St., instalStudents now have to use pay !anon of new members.
pus calls svill be installed in each
of the men’s and women’s dorms phones to reach a party on campus.
illlIeL 7:30 p.m., Memorial Chap1DC president Frank Bardsley said
i Fur students whir want to travel
stl. Sabbath services.
the next two weeks. The this move
will malce phone calls
Balkan Alliance. ft p.m., kolo par-, there are tours arranged by com1 ntrr-1 Strrn Council
r passed around campus easier to make.
tnercuil and non-commercial organty. free admission.
Veterans’ Club, 12:30 and 1:30 za t ions.
p.m ED331.
The types of tour offered range
Trust The Man
Spartan OrloceL
p.m., WG22, (rum a 12-day horseback trip
NN.Itt) ’ears
meeting. Dance, 8:30 p.m., Wom- through Carinthia led by an AusThe Star
trian Imperial t’avally officer tu
en’s Gym. open to public.
Vie ilu
mialler and tailpipe
Sa.nigha (lab, 12:30 p.m., TI115.7. ’a visit to Europe’s music and art
mock.
nee only the tint,t mufflers
festivals.
Internal tonal Student Center, 8
aiiil
work
luompletels inuiran
Last year more titan 115,000
teed. Park for free all day for any
p.m., 283 S. Market St., talent
Ametican students spent their
lubrication tor repair..
show.
summers overseas un vacations
sir NI4tY:
.liartatt Texaco
that cost from $800 to $1,700.
10:30
a.m.,
Catholic
Wom4th and San Carlos
One program, the Experiment in
en’s Center, bagel and kkx brunch,
International Living, arm-ages for
,open to all students and faculty.
students to spend the summer living viith a fiunily in one of 37
count ries.
Howeser. if a student wants to
study abroad, there are study
courses in foreign countries that
also include tilts 11 in the program.
A limited number of jobs are provided for economic students and
future engineers and scientists under exchange programs.
More information about summer
MALE STUDENTS: To work a few ho.
trawl can be obtained by writing
ANNOUNCEMENTS fi)
PERSONALS 171
f r00111. Also Ac.t. mai,
tn Travel Abroad, Time College
T G.I.F ’s
,
294-2261, 7 to 9 p.m.
UNWAN ED ha r removed by electrol- Report, Radio City Box 1000. Ness
POSITIONS OPEN: For riding and wood ys,s. NANTELLE R. E. 210 S. 1st. 294
Yru-k. N.Y
. and men counselors at 4499,
HOUR SHOE STORE ’.
’lump in 1.,JS Ga’os. Op- ioUR ...
’ re’r 3 units colleoe credit.
, , , Pa- erhent Of1 e
,, ,
fnd 9,
MEN

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

AUTOMOTIVE (2)
62 CORVAIR

^

DAUPHINE.

i ,
’58 SPRITE:

.

’51 CHEVY
’54 CHEVY
58 RENAULT, C V 4
62 MGA HARDTOP
58 V W.
60 EeirSLISH FORD
60 SKODA
’63 SPRITE

FOR SALE 131
3 MAGNAVOX
GUITAR:

.

CHRONOGRAPH .
EXQUISITE

WEDDING

GOWN

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

SEnfliCES 18/

HOUSING (5/
APPR. APT. for men. Swim pool, rec.
w 1 T.V . 2 Wks. from campus,
. , . 294.4952. 620 S. 9th.
LARGE
a -I 2 bednxorn furnished
.
o25 S. rOth. 295.3968.
I BEDROOM Evil. Apt. for rent near
:23 E. Reed Street. 294.269B.
8100 BUYS a $225 men’s approwd con.29- cE36
.1 2
f,,,,n;shed ow.
NEW
546 So. Sth. 294-3810
r
Of ef.er 6 p.m.
GIRL S APPR. Contr. Bored end room.
I
525 So. 9th. Call 2934711.
wANT GOOD FOOD, $300 contr. for
’
1.1.
appr. contr. 293.964B. 91

63 V.W.,
:

Keep in shape at the

"I AM THE GREATEST" i.
1.a.r at Le.

: 4636.

.
’52 CADILLAC

’57

GIRLSGIRLS

1.IDGENT! ’ nappr, opt. I girl needed:
4_, 197:5820.
i GIRL ROOMMATE: Fo, -nepproved
, - 423 S. 7th, An..
I. _-GIRL ROOMMATE NEEDED: 333 No.
4: S trndern lbedroom apart.
.
c-..ed,298.3852._
SINGLE AND DOUBLE ROOM: One
r
_52 So. 10th. 292-1506.
FURNISHED OR UNFURN. APT.: Mar.
e,49 So. 9th St.
STUDENT TEACHERS need 1 or 2 girl
-2 Bedroom furnished (apart- .-11:[. 18’5 Paco Way. 259-3356.
TWO.BEDROOM FURS. APT.: 452 So.
’ Col 252.3420. off. 294-5085.
MARRIED/ Enormous 1-beirm. apt. W1I
_2_4_1:8 I 74
U-: - _$71.
MALE ROOMMATE: For modern uneppr
electric kitchen, wall to
,

AUTO INSURANCE ’or students. Chet
Bailey. 240.2470. 3E15 S. Monroe.
TV RENTALS
$10 month - 1850 W. San Carlos.
292.1457
EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Theses menserio.s. g’sserte1ons, term papers ec
Ms B. J. thll.d,ols, 739.4760.
suden aes $8.00 mcnh
T.V. RENTALS - 92.50 per wool:
First 3 mo. rent applies toward purchas
Professional T.V. Service. 377.0798.
ELECTRIC Typing my home. terns
papers. theses. etc. 243.6313.
EXCELLENT hyping dome in my home
252.5793.
AUTO, LIFE, FIRE INS. Call PAUL J
SCOLA: State Farm Ins. 1760 Win
cherter. Off.: 266-5908: Res. 266-5908
Mnle students with B average mem:,
e.t.a 70’’’ discount on auto rates
EXPERT TYPING
v.:
. C(1,1g
Sarar.,/1
RENrA T.V. at Elaerr-m,.; WoAr,
$9.90 per rary1111. 293 8153.
TYPE -TERIA -PAPERS. the’’,
Pe’ P4 to ’’1, ’orrer..iiri,.. ;4. RELIAOLE TYPING - per page. Error:
eorrested. Close in. 298.0168.
RESEARCHING: Term papers,
any subject $2 hour. Bob. at AN 9
TV’s FOR RENT
- $8 pa.
Spet...s1 1...derl
377-2935 aie 5.30 p
RENT A T.V.
A’: 21:
S
Ca1i
_ _
HORSES FOR RENT

:d
ELECTROLYS1S-PERMANENT
.
,
WANTED
melee $30 month MONO AMP
:,o1,14")
9
Hoge apt. 286.4959.
7.FOOT POOL TABLE
GIRLS
:’
Et- .
pt. 1/2 blk. SJS CHEMISTRY TUTORING
_
- r
2 B.R. $115 Danish cae Ssal-‘. 0..B,
_
rerge.
Drapes. Rugs.
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Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS...Get Results!

RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Gain:
3" on Chest
3" off Waist
I" on Arms
2’ on Thighs
gaie or lose
12-15 lbs.
of weight

Job Interviews Industrial Relations Club
e ects New Officers
Job interviws will b. held rot the
Placement Ofiicsr, Room 234, Admin
letrwfion Building. Sign-ups will start
en Tuesday, wed Prior t the cern’
pany

MONDAV:
Ayr...jet-General Corp.: mechanical engineering: for research and
development. design, product ion,
test, reliability; citizenship required.
Associates Inverstments: any major interested in 14 -month sales
management Minim.; program or
12-munth loan management prograin; citizenship required; male
only.
California Paehlrig Corporation:
accounting, business. finance, ec(atomics or liberal arts, aity tnajor;
for marketing training program;
business training program; male
only.
Pint Wimtern Bank and Trunt
Co.: business, accounting, finance,
and economics; for 18-month training in basic banking operations,
credit analyses and branch admin.
required;
citizenship
ist ra t ion ;
male only; military must be completed.
County of Liss Angeles: civil engineering. accounting; for chit engineering assistant, administrative
t mince, account ant -audit or ; c it izenship required.
and
Owens-Illinoim:
mechanical engineering, business
tulministration, marketing, and accounting; for industrial management, sa les, account ing, project
rind engineering trainee; citizenship required; military must be
completed.
southern Pacific. Co.: 11.A. or
NI.B.A. in business. B.A. or B.S.
math, engineering. liberal arts with
some math or engineering for systems analyst. computer programmer; citizenship required; male
only.

Venezuela Teaching
Opening Offered

’\

1

1

-COUPONpresent this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
Call 295-9910

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

Chrck a Clasif ;cation:
(2)
,s
For Sele (I)
Hlp Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lest and Found (6)
Personals (7)
, Services (8)
Transportation (9)

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

dd this
amount fer
each @Willa*

Three times
line
2Sc

Fie times
line
20c

51.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50

2.25
.
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

CUA:a 10 CC/A4T

/IVO"

Enlosed $

Check No

be served’
at***********************

1 adies
GO
OUT
, Steak
11011$e

to

The Rayhowe
(or

the right pliice for man -site,

" Dancing

1
*

country -style brealifiist of

Refreshments

(AND WEI1E NoT KIDDING)
Seterday Night

*

Steak & Eggs
$149

Lots of Laughs

also

Rey Corre &

try

our fender NEW

YORK or TOP SIRLOIN

The Vern Schnaidt Trio

steak dinners
$1.49

The Pleryhowe
21748 Almaden Rd.

New Almaden

542

S. Second St.

ONLY TWO BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS

Jerusalem fill one day be the capital city of the world and the heed
quarters of Christ, the King, during His earthly reign.

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!

The city of Jerusalem has been under foreign dominatton almost con
tinuously since Nebuchadnezzar plundered it in 587 BC At the Prekool 11"
the Jews have access to only the outskirts and a small portion of the old
city; the great historic sites, including the site where the temple once stood.
are controlled by the Arabs.

Engagement Rings
wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I 0 Bracelets
Clocks

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonoeraphs
fi Sets
Pathos
Ileetrical Apnlianrrs

NO MONEY DOWN

Bineeneart
Siloenoare
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

A YEAR

Vally Fair Shopping Center
cm 3040 -Open Mon. thru frt. 111 9.30

Fun Ad tor 2/.4,4P, Der, ff ii le 1 me)

Judy Tolson, 213 S. 12th St.
All members of Epsilon Eta Sig14:taect, Etnoglaisthteihniononte fsreocsiherntye,natrsewiinii

"And they (the Jews) shall fall by the edge of the sword. and shall I,
led away captive into all nations: and Jerusalem shall be trodden down 01
the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled." Luke (21 NJ

Downtown
65 So. First St.
W rohdote all downtown lot ’,het,
t 6 Fr. 111.1,
CY 7 4910 -Open ’it 0 Man ,

..’n’t’"1

Pegasus, campus creative writing
ms0Ceelettingy, sstollnl il.htiotld air thinetrocroinnueetoryor

During the present age of Messiah’s absence. Jerusalem is el AP to the
world that Gentile times are unfulfilled As long as the city is undor the
control of foreign powers (those who are not of Jewish ()Tigre) the Gentile
tnierntieosnsoiwtibtle dGoemnitnoattse wtihir ewndottd. When the Jews occupy the entire ,,ty, the

d

Irbil year ad hero: lCoum 31 letters end Spee. for I

N-ene -

Writing Society
Meets Tonight

’’The word that lsarah the son of Amoz saw concerning Lda
salem. And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the mounta
b
Lord’s house shall be established in the top of the mountains, and
exalted above the hills: and all nations shall flow unto rt And many people
shall go and say. Come ye and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord. to
the house of the God of Jacob: and he will teach us of his wayc and we
will walk in his paths. for out of Zion shall go forth the law. and the WWI
of the ord from Jerusalem And he shall judge among the nations .nd shall
rebuke many people’ and they shall beat their swords into pleve.hares and
Thteey pri,uanrningwhaooki asn.y nmatoiro:..shisaallianhot2 rtup sword against nation.
tnheei hr eres haar sll

1=0

A r .irtplr!r: wt.. 1,f N.,P,rsi!ly Advcrt/Lcd Produrr5
Owe Ham
lino
50c

the opportunity to
prore.
siunals ill the industrial
relations
and personnel
pnktiirizz,tietsncp,:turnfivet,lhrde,,.
takes tours of clubmmoily.
speakers.i;rfehszery
Fa 1 staf

JERUSALEM:
FUTURE CAPITAL CITY
OF THE WORLD

CLASSIFIED RATES
MInlinam
Two Noes
Owe Brim

New officers for the liklustrtil
Relations and Personnel Managi-ment Club are Tom Barrett, president; Geary Davis, vice-president:
Ron Lang, treasurer: and Arlene
Lentz, secretary.
The club, which gises students

Would
like to te,ich
laca-1 941-4414414eVaaellteateaSat ******
_
caibu, Venezuela? Eloy d Jackson,
A, A ..
,riperintendent of the Escuela Bel. Vista, a private elementary and
ainior high school. will interview
givilified candidate,:
March Di. at the Placement Center, A DI112:14.
, Teaching positions in science and
;English are available at the junior
Ihlgh school, and elementary teach! ing (hpenings need trh be filled at all
The ancient city called Jerusalem was stamen airout
the grade levels.
dating as far back as the second millenium before Christ l’
wars have been fought in and around Jerusalem than anyw’ ’’’e /.e
earth. Only when we turn to Biblical prophecy do we see that Jerusdiern
Dance Club Meeting
"
one day be the "city of peace" which the Hebrew and Assyrian 0’
this world imply.
Social Dance Club. organized
this semester. will meet tonight
In Scripture Jerusalem is also called Zion (after the name of the crry
r. 7:30 in PER279.
ancient citadel) and the "City of David" (after the great Jewish Ying att.
The club, which emphasizes soPsalmist-see II Samuel). In Matthew reference is made to Jerusarem
cial &intim:. ss ill conduct a busithe city of a "great Kull." and indeed it is. for the city is associated orriie,s meeting and elect Meer.
the King born of the earthly lineage of David -Jesus Christ, the Word
God made flesh.

ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
To buy, sell, rent, or announce anything. just fill ouf
and clip this handy order
blank form. Send fa: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS, J206,
San Jose State College, San
Jose 14, Calif.

S

Sunnyvale

209 So. Taaffe St.

111. 9-0:01 -

lt1 9 Mos .

Fl.

TO PAY

(At
FREE
PARKING

The Jerusalem of the future will have a specific religious rhara’l^,
Yea, many people and strong nations shall come to seek the lord
".
of
of hosts in Jerusalem, and to pray belOre the Lord. Thus saith the Lordout
hold
a2y2s3)it shall come to Pass that ten men shatl take him
that
of all languages of the nations. even shall take hold of the skirt of
with
is a Jew. saying. we will go with you. lor we have heard that God is
y07: s"; 1(1:he:sea :d2
:citing days lie ahead 10, Jerusalem The Pews will one day make ri
Yoe’
treaty with a "foreign prince." and for a space of three and a half25.2/i
will regain control of Jerusalem, reeslablistung their Temple Wan 9 hall
The prince will break the agreement. and the following three and one
er
years will be a time of great testing and trial for the lews During this out
rrod known as the "Great Tribulation." the wrath of God will he poured 14
on an unbelieving and idolatrous world Many people who are faithful to
lesus Christ will be martyred Nations will rise against the Jews and seek
amorteehonf odor utaortHersrs
iiiodnestiortyymotrihoeomt,abnetobierogitt dincgkitydeosmuoIs AcDgoaevrilosdtf. w8piirleit:crieegt uhortno oetnoa rstehco.hterogdoouloilodehw.a,

How do you stand today in regard to this Jesus Christ. born ill" I
ythoeu twos, faontd Hsem ibseaorleivre fotrootohye oennotireuewryormIdu. cOoo wylooutskntoowooHimyouprersosovniaoullY.r?
adopt
Chrrstianity is not just a philosophy or a set of ideas you are asked to
to
Christianity is belief and trusting in Jesus Christ who will one day return
rule the nations in justice and righteousness from Jerusalem As two 100",’
;fir:$.7;0117 :ex ivesipeievreienincedminithe wloevea.,,tomrlinivsetilss,;mancdtInmeiwyoh,l,e
Ilim too If we ’AP

nl any help to yoir, write
BOX 11797, PALO ALIO

